
FRIENDS & FAMILY TEST RESULTS  
 
AUGUST 2015 
 
Number completed: 38   
 
Once again 95% of our patients would recommend our GP Practice. 

 
‘How likely are you to recommend our GP practice to friends 
and family if they needed similar care or treatment?’ 
 
Extremely Likely: 26 
Likely: 10 
Neither likely or unlikely: 1 
Unlikely: 1 
Extremely unlikely: 0 
Don’t know: 0 

 
All Comments:   
 
Friendly staff & all helpful. Receptionists, nurses & GPs, convenient time slots & 
easy to make appointments 
 
I’m always able to get an appointment – even same day they have availability. 
Previous doctors I’ve been to I’ve had huge issues getting appointments. 
 
Excellent service. 
 
Quick appointments when really needed. All doctors I have seen have been 
pleasant and professional. Many thanks. 
 
Because you look after us so well & the only way I would ever change is if we had to 
move! 
 
Never had any trouble getting appointments when needed which is impressive given 
what one hears on the media. There seems to be a good range of services available 
through the surgery & it is helpful being called for certain of these e.g. flu, wellness 
check. 
 
On line booking & prescription repeats are very useful. Friendly & efficient reception. 
 
Fast + friendly service! 



Has been my practice for my whole life and have always had good treatment. Thank 
you. 
 
Staff always friendly and polite. Good level of care from GP’s 
 
Efficient & can always get an appt quite quickly. 
 
Elms Practice has provided me a professional service consistently for the past 25+ 
years and have adapted well to the demands and pressures that the NHS has 
endured over that time. 
 
An appointment is generally always available. 
 
Friendly staff, efficient Drs + nurses, always take time to listen to any concerns. 
 
Would like there to be more disable parking spaces bring 95 year old regularly to 
practice rarely find close parking/disabled parking space. No probs with GP Practice. 
I am a carer. 
 
I have always had extremely good treatment by this practice. 
 
Quick to get an appointment + treatment + receptionists always helpful. 
 
The reception staff always do their best to get you an appointment & the doctors are 
generally concerned although lack of continuity can be frustrating. 
 
Very happy with doctors and service + ability to get appt. 
 
Always very good care from the surgery and they are especially attentive to children. 
 
Lovely people but it always feels there is no time for you & the few times I have 
visited I have had to insist on a ‘next’ stage/further appt to ascertain my issue or not. 
Not instilling me with confidence. 
 
Never had a problem here! 
 
Doctors efficient + helpful. Practice nurses great too. 
 
Local and good practice. 
 
Very good service. 
 
Very happy with all the help I have from the staff at the surgery. 
 
Always had good care but seem to have missed out on regular check-ups (now 63 
yrs old) as rarely see a doctor normally. 
 
Overall good service altho’ can fall short – especially on sticking to appointment 
times. I’ve been delayed by 30 mins at times. 



 
Exceptionally good service from all doctors I have seen. 
 
To be honest my experience with some of the doctors that I have seen I have not 
been happy with as I feel that these in no bedside manner anymore and can’t seem 
to get rid of you quick enough, not with my last visit though. 
 
Always helpful. Easy to get an appointment. Nice people. 
I have had great experience with all GPs but I would not recommend the midwives. 
 
Generally good service. Helpful desk staff. 
 
I require an antibiotic for a skin complaint. 
 
Great service received. 
 
Doctors are all good. Like the on-line booking facility. 
 
 
 
 
 
 


